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Until now we have been robbed of a future by
the very thing we worship.
Debt Based Paper Money!
A future is all we ask for but debt and control is all we will ever
know.
Throughout this site we are going to talk about the very thing that will allow
you to take back control over your life and provide you with real wealth and
a real future that your children will one day be able to thank you for it
We can do this by creating our own debt free Precious Metals Currency
backed with a real asset in Precious Metals.
It begins with a simple premise, gain back control over the very thing that
controls us and which we base our value on all....Debt based
Money(Governmental backed debt Money). If we are able to control the very
thing that controls us we will once again have a future.

Why No Real Precious Metals Currency Has Been Released Up
Until Now
The idea of a debt free currency has long been taking away from us all. The
very asset that you should base your time and worth on has been relegated
to a play thing for profits between Central Banks and Governments.
They gamble and trade with real value in precious metals between each
other, while you are forced to base your time and wealth on Gover nmental
issued Debt Money which has absolutely no value apart from what you are
told it has.
The idea behind paper money is control, what does money they print do for
you?
It controls your wealth, your time and their debt - its sole function is to make
you a pawn in their game.
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Surely Someone Has Your Interest At Heart?
Up until now this doesn’t seem to be the case. Storing and managing your
precious metals has generated big money for Precious Metals companies
who exploit you by generating fear in you, all the while they are exploiting
you for their own profits. If they truly had your interests at heart they would
do everything possible to allow precious metals to be used as a currency and
to free their value, in the least you could ask if they would stop robbing you
so much.

This Is How Antiquated The Physical Precious Metals Market
Truly Is:
You purchase precious metals as a store of wealth to protect yourself. You
can’t spend them as a currency, you can’t use them in your daily lives, you
can’t really transport them so your best solution is to store the precious
metals and wait. All the while you are charged management, insurance and
storage fees that leads to the erosion in the very value which you can use to
protect your wealth.
The fear they generate is one of a Paper debt Money Collapse, but what are
your options to use these Precious Metals in this new world?
Currently… there are are none. You will simply end up exchanging the value
for another debt based currency.

This has become one of the biggest scams in history. On one side you have a
debt based currency that has no real value in which we base our time and
wealth on, the other hand you have the real wealth locked away, strangling
your ability to use it in our real-lives and effectively rendering it moot.

What Is The Only Advantage Of Paper Based Money.
Assets
However as advantageous this is there is also drawbacks.
Our last freedom is the appreciation of value over our assets, but this can
only happen when more debt based currency is issued to increase this value.
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Once a long time ago you had two options, assets and money, when assets
go up in value so too would the value of your money. If the value of your
assets goes down you would at least have the protection of real-money to
protect your overall wealth. It provided a perfect balance.
Money in its currency form will never protect you, it only enslaves each of us
to their system of controls and debt.

Why We Haven't Been Able To Use Precious
Metals As A Currency?
Debt based currencies is the biggest vehicle of destruction in history, it has
instant power and control over you and is backed by nothing but debt. This is
why no currency is backed with an asset; it would place real value in
everyone and it would ensure value is restored to a currency.
Instead every paper debt currency’s value is now based on the level of debt
a country has and its ability to keep everyone in line to pay for this debt. It’s
the perfect vehicle that leads to the overall control over every aspect of your
life.
Having this then why do we base our time and worth on debt based money
with absolutely no value?
We have no other choice.

Why A Precious Metals Currency Is A Way Out:
Precious Metals are the best vehicle to base your time and wealth on again.
Each and every Precious Metals produced requires work, time, effort and
money to produce. Just like the time, effort and money it takes and requires
you to work.
Both systems go hand-in-hand, knowing that you get value for your time and
work would make the system fairer and more balanced.
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Precious Metals have the amazing ability to:






Protect your wealth from all debt backed governmental currencies.
Find a fair value in any country throughout the world.
Protects you from any increase in value of goods and services.
Protects you from a decreasing value of your assets.
To be limited to a finite amount ever being produced, unlike paper
money which can be printed into infinity.

Your Central Bank/ Governmental debt based currency does nothing like
this for you.

How This System Can Be Changed
Up until this point you only had one option, debt based money and let’s be
honest it’s absolutely horrible one.
Money is Debt, control, power and reliance all of which is based on each one
of us.
" Give me control of a nation's money and I care not who makes it's laws" —
Mayer Amschel Bauer Rothschild

We simply provide you with another option, your own Currency backed by
real value in Precious Metals.
It gives you back control over your real wealth, real value and your future.
“ Gold opens all locks, no lock will hold against the power of gold” – George
Herbert

For this to work we need to change our Perception
of a Precious Metals Currency
But to do this we can no longer look at precious metals as a physical
currency any longer, we have come too far for people to exchange physical
precious metals coins/ bars for goods and services.
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A Digital Precious Metals Currency is the only way in which precious metals
can become a currency once again, with each digital coin representing a
physical precious metals coin/ bar.
For within Precious Metals in digital form which provides the perfect vehicle
for ease of movement, ability to value itself in any currency, have value
based on itself and which can be exchangeable for goods and services
throughout the world.
It has endless possibilities!
How Can We Do This:








We begin by storing your Precious Metals in one of our storage
facilities at absolutely no cost to you, unlike everyone else we do not
charge any management fees, insurance fees or storage fees that
dilutes your wealth.
We will create a digital Precious Metals Wallet which shows you the
contents of your physical Precious Metal coins/ bars.
Provide everyone with the first physical Precious Metals Exchange
which can value all Precious Metals coins/ bars in real -time in any
currency for the first time, creating a stable and worldwide value for
your Precious Metals.
You will have the ability to use these values as a currency to purchase
goods and services.
Provide everyone with the ability to trade on auction sites, classified
sites and e-commerce sites in which you can base the value of goods
and services in a Precious Metals Currency.
Of Course This Is Just The Beginning

A Beginning for Real change
Life has to be worth more than a system that robs us all and our children of a
future.
There are so many advantages in life we can again achieve if we have the
freedom to gain control and value over our worth again. With everyone
having control over their time and wealth again, Central Banks and
Governments will once again be forced to serve you and your future once
again.
We will be here to guide you through every step of the way, through to
understanding the value and wealth that your own currency can give you to
your ability to use these Precious Metals as a means to bring about balance
when none can exist at present.
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One day we all pass the responsibilities to our children, by given them a
chance we can give them a future full of hope and an opportunities.

The First Physical Precious Metals Wallet
and Exchange
Our first step is to introduce a digital wallet in which you can store your
precious metals within, this will allow you to use and control your precious
metals anywhere in the world. Our next step is to introduce the first physical
Precious metals exchange that will allow you to have instant value for all
your precious metals so you can purchase, sell and use your precious metals.
To base a Currency on Precious Metals we need to incorporate all Precious
Metals coins/ bars in Silver, Gold, Platinum and Palladium all in their
different variations and values.

Precious Metals Wallets
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Gold Wallet Wall et
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Silver Wallet Wallet
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Your own digitally encrypted wallet will have the ability to show you all of
your Silver, Gold, Platinum and Palladium coins/ bars under one wallet.

The examples above give you the layout of a typical Gold or Silver portfolio
within a wallet.
We at Airgead Coin recognize the importance of all precious metals
coins/ bars, this is why we will include every precious metals coins/ bars that
have ever been produced.
We have been provided with the ability to create our own precious metals
currency based on all these coins and we at Airgead Coin will help you use
these coins to get their real value or to use as a currency.

The wallet will have the following information that will help
guide you:
Qty: Shows you how many of the coins you own in your wallet.
Weight: Each coin has its own weight in a precious metal, here at airgead
coin we designate each coin by their weight in precious metal content.
Description: Each coin description shows you what type of coin you own. As
each Coin has different values we take into account every coin made.
Year: The year of your coins held, the amount of coins produced in a year can
greatly affect the value of the coin.
Value: You will be able to see the real -time value for each of your precious
metals that are their current value to sell on the exchange or to use to
purchase goods, services and assets.

By having a wide variety of all precious metals coins you will always have the
ability to diversify and protect your wealth even further.
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Platinum and Palladium Wallet
As soon as Platinum and Palladium coins/ bars are introduced you will have
the ability to value and use these coins, leading to a more varied currency
backed by real-assets.

Numismatic Coins
Just like all precious metals we understand the value and importance of
numismatic coins. Just like bullion coins, numismatic coins have a value that
can be traded throughout the world in our exchange or you will have the
ability to use their value in your daily lives.
For this reason we understand the importance of every detail relating to
numismatic coins, information is the key when you are dealing with the more
exclusive coins. Not only will you need a description but you might also
require a picture of the coin.
Your wallets will have the ability to include pictures that will tie it to the
description of the coin, allowing for every bit of information to be provided
within our exchange and outside if you are using these coins for your daily
lives.
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Precious Metals Exchange

Silver, Gold, Platinum and Palladium coins/ bars trading under one
exchange.
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Our exchange is designed to provide you and others around the world a way
to value all Silver, Gold, Platinum and Palladium coins in real -time and in any
currency, allowing everyone to have instant access to the valuation of all
precious metals for the first time and in any currency.
Each coin will be traded just like any stocks or crypto currencies, you will be
able to access their value within our exchange to buy, sell or trade with.

Airgead Exchange provides a number of functions:
1. Provide you with instant values for all silver, gold, platinum and
palladium coins/ bars in real -time.
2. Ability to use their value to purchase goods and services throughout
the world.
If you can assess the value of precious metals in real -time and for everyone
to see you effectively can use that value for anything, just like any paper
based currency you will be able to see their value and use them.

Creation of a Universal Currency
Under a Universal World-Wide Currency, everyone will share the same value
in all coins/ bars.
The only thing out of our control is the currency you currently base the value
of precious metals on.
But in time it will be other currencies basing their value on this precious
metals currency, effectively creating a currency outside of control by any
one currency, government or banking control.
We give you back the power and control over your worth again by basing
your time and value on a real -assets and not on a paper based debt currency.

At Airgead Coin we are breaking all the barriers for a Global free Currency
backed by real-value.
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Can your Precious Metals Currency be influenced within our
Exchange?

Within Airgead Coin World-Wide Exchange:
We at Airgead Coin will in no way influence the price of precious metals in
any-way, all precious metals are free to trade on our exchange at a price
which buyers and sellers can agree on.
There are however 2 ways in which precious metals prices can be influenced
within Airgead Coin exchange:
1. The amount of Precious Metals traded
2. The overall adoption of a precious metals currency throughout the
world

Influence of precious metals prices by buyers/ sellers
Sellers: Are free to sell on the Airgead Coin exchange at a price dictated on a
worldwide exchange.
The overall value of precious metals cannot be affected as there can be
1000’s of different coins that are traded in any one time, effectively
cancelling out the ability to control anyone class of precious metals.
Buyers: Buyers can influence the value of precious metals based on how
many and how much they are prepared to pay for the coin/ bar.
To truly affect the price of all coins you would need to take a very large
position in all precious metals coin. But overall the value will always find a
fair equilibrium with more precious metals being added and traded
throughout the world.

Influence over the value of your Precious Metals Currency against debt
based currencies
This can lead to the most influence over the value of your precious metals
values.
The intrinsic value of all paper currencies is always zero, each are backed by
nothing but debt and their only value is the trust that we can redeem them
for goods and services, if the value of your currency decreases which it
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always will it will lead to an increase in value over this precious metals
currency.
Over a short period you will always have small fluctuations over precious
metals but over time the value of precious metals will always increase in
value compared to all debt based paper based currency.

Current Physical Precious Metals Exchange or Precious Metals
Wallet
Simply put, there are none (not yet!). There is not one worldwide single way
to price all physical precious metal coins/ bars in real -time or to hold them
all in digital form. Everything becomes a factor when you try i.e. the time it
takes to sell and receive the precious metals, the costs, fees, borders,
storage, insurance, fear of imitation coins and so on.
These factors continue to restrict and control precious metals from its true
purpose – a worldwide use of value and a store of wealth. The current
system of use continues to control and diminish the value of precious
metals, limiting the sale and value of precious metals coins/ bars to auction
sites, classified sited and with coin dealers.
We eliminate all the factors that have held precious metals coins/ bars back
for so long and enable them to be used throughout the world once again.

Using the Value of your Precious Metals
Airgead Coin is so much more than just a way to value all precious metals in
real-time under our exchange. Its true potential is one where precious
metals can become a unit of value to use against the purchase of goods and
services once again.
When we can place a real-time value on any asset, we can use the value of
that asset as an acceptable form of trade for any goods and services
throughout the world.
When Airgead Coin becomes universally recognized and accepted, its true
value will then become self-evident - no longer will precious metals
coins/ bars be valued against other currencies, it will be other currencies
that base their value against precious metals.

This is the true potential of both Airgead Coin and our Exchange.
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We give you the greatest gift of all, the power to control your value and
wealth again.

Expanding a Precious Metals Currency to
include all Coins/ bars
By creating a real-asset backed currency we can create so many
possibilities, not only freeing you from a debt based system but overall
creating a system where control and power is once again placed back into
your hands again.
To develop a Precious Metals Currency we have to look at every avenue in
which it can and will be used for everyone throughout the world as a single
currency which in time will be adopted as a world-wide currency.

Expanding the value of a Precious Metal currency throughout the
world
Within our Digital Precious Metal Wallet and our exchange we will have
created the foundation for a Precious Metals Currency, now all we need to
do is expand it and create a future for it.

Platinum and Palladium coins
Initially once our Exchange goes live, the initial Precious Metals will be only
Silver and Gold coins.
This will allow Airgead Coin to build its user base and market to allow Silver
and Gold to find their true value as the basis of a currency, once adopted we
can begin to incorporate Platinum and Palladium coins/ bars into this
currency so it’s overall value can be expanded.
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In time different Precious Metals will be used, we will continue to add value
to this currency as if it to be a worldwide currency then every country will
have something to add to this value, apart from the debt they carry.

Generic/ Semi/ Numismatic coins/ bars
Once all 4 precious metals begin to develop as a currency we can begin to
price and value all precious metals as a currency. This will include all
generic, semi and numismatic coins/ bars.
This has always been the main problem of introducing a precious metal
backed currency - how do you value one coin from another, with such a large
amount of different precious metals it seemed impossible to find a real -time
value for all precious metals coins/ bars at once.
But within our exchange there is a way to value all Precious Metals coins and
allow you to value both your time and wealth on a Precious Metals currency
and not a paper based debt currency.

Generic Coins/ Bars
The initial coins backed by Precious Metals will be generic silver and gold
coins/ bars. As with a new currency we will be careful to only include these
precious metal coins/ bars at the beginning to build up a market place to
value these precious metals in real -time.
If we introduced all classes of precious metals coins at once we could not
guarantee a stable fair value for so many different coins. For that reason we
will slowly implement other precious metal coins into this currency.
Semi Numismatic
As our Precious Metals Currency and Exchange grows and becomes more
widely used we will begin to include semi numismatic coins/ bars. These
semi numismatic coins/ bars can be a favourite among collectors, allowing
for an appreciation over a coin.
This would allow you to both allow you to appreciate the value over the
value of what you hold, a currency that actually appreciates in value over
goods and services.
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Numismatic Coins/ Bars
These are the rarest coins/ bars held by collectors. These coins/ bars are
generally of such value they are general ly relegated to auction houses to
find their true value.
Our Exchange will provide a specialist section for these specific coins, one
where the value is set by the market which you be used, and where it’s true
value can be reflected in the market for everyone to value.

Accepting Private Precious Metals Holdings
Once our Exchange begins to trade all precious metals and coins, we will
begin to accept personal precious metal holdings within our authorized
storage facilities. Once your precious metals are in storage you will have
added your personal wealth to a currency, this gives you the ability to add
value to a currency.
By knowing that everyone has control over their own currency in a way will
provide you with a future not only for yourself but for your children.

Create own be-spoke value coin
Now that you have added your own wealth to a currency, why not create
your own coin.
Each coin can be designed with its creator in mind.
The benefits of creating your own Precious Metal coin, when done correctly,
can even increase the overall value when you:




Combine a number of Precious Metal coins together.
Create sets of Coins.
Collections of simple " junk" silver coins.

Not only will you have control and be responsible for this Precious Metals
currency but you will have say over the value of some of those coins.
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Investing in a high valued Precious Metal coins
This is designed for the rare numismatic coins/ bars. Often times a coin can
have such a rarity that its true price can only be determined by auction
houses to get the best price.
For these coins we provide a number of ways to both invest and use these
coins as a currency.
We allow a true certified numismatic coin to be split up into a number of
different coins.
This has the benefits of:





Allowing the seller to sell part of his/ her coin.
Allow the seller to sell the whole coin in a number of parts to maximize
it’s value.
This allows buyers who would like to profit from the increasing value
held over that coin.
Allow buyers to have a single Airgead Coin with a large value to use in
exchange for the higher end goods or services in a single transaction.

Disclaimer: You would not be able to take physical possession of this
numismatic coin until all Airgead Coins that are linked to that coin/ bar are
owned by a single owner.
Owning part of something valuable is just as important as owning the whole
asset itself.

Helping everyone know the value of Precious
Metals
While our exchange provides you with real -values we at Airgead Coin
believe this is not enough for everyone involved. It’s all well and good when
you know the value of Precious Metals but what if you don’t know their true
value.
That is why we will help everyone know the value of a currency backed by
Precious Metals by making it as simple as possible to join it.
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Authenticity of all coins
A substantial amount of coins/ bars have been locked away, passed down
through time, only for them to be lost or forgotten about. Most do not realize
the true value of some of the coins they have in drawers, buried or locked
away. When they are sold they are usually sold for a fraction of their true
worth.
Within cities, and throughout the world, we will introduce Coin Recognition
Machines; these machines will be able to perform a number of functions to
help those who don’t the true value of money.
Our machines will provide the owners of these precious metals a number of
options:






Provide a full list of all coins.
Separate the precious metal coins from coins that have no precious
metal content.
Provide you with an estimate value based on real -time prices from our
Exchange.
Allow you the option to convert these coins to a Precious Metals
Currency.
Indicate if any coins might have numismatic value.

If you have numismatic value in any coins, we can help you with these coins.
This can increase the value of your precious metals coin and give you more
value over your wealth.

Assist with Coin Grading Services
We can help assist coin holders who wish to have their precious metal coins
valued. When it comes to coins from the past the grading can affect the
value of a coin.
We aim to provide the maximum value when you create your own Precious
Metal coin. For this reason we will provide a number of options in which you
can have your coin graded.
The following is a list of professional coin grading services we will work
closely with:




The Professional Coin Grading Service (PCGS).
The Numismatic Guaranty Corporation (NGC).
Independent Coin Graders (ICG).

We will not be affiliated with these grading service providers but we will
work with them on your behalf. If you have a coin that you believe has
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numismatic value, we will employ their services and report back to you. Once
the graded coin is in storage, your own personal Physical Precious Metals
coin can be added to your wealth.
How You Can Benefit Using Airgead Coin To Use This Service
Coin grading services are not always available in your country and the cost of
sending the coin by post can be very costly and even more so just to receive
the coin/ bar back. We will have storage facilities that are in close proximity
to these coin grading services for convenience.

Scrap Metals
Such a large amount of silver, gold and other precious metals exists in the
form of scrap and broken items (cutlery, rings, bowls, chains etc.) all of
which, while considered scrap, have the advantage of having buyers
throughout the world.
Your only options of selling these precious metals are auctions sites,
classified sites or scrap dealers but the selling price you receive is often
times far below their real value that you should receive. Each of these
options carry a lot of time and costs which can further diminish the value you
would receive for these precious metals.
There are buyers for precious metals throughout the world and they are
more than willing to purchase at a price that is reflected in the content that
your precious metal holds.
We Provide a better Option for You:
We allow people to send their scrap metals that can be melted down and
converted into a digital Precious Metals coin that can sold throughout the
world with our exchange or use its value through your own personal Digital
Precious Metals Wallet. Either way we allow you to get maximum value for
these Precious Metals.
People throughout the world would happily pay you for these Precious
Metals at a value determined by our exchange, we cut out every party and
make it just between you and the buyer.
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The beginning of a Precious Metals Currency
throughout the World
The next step is to introduce ways to allow people to exchange their new
debt free Currency for goods and services locally and throughout the world.

Sites:
Auction sites - we are developing a number of auction based sites where
your Precious Metals will be the unit of value that will be used to purchase
goods.
We have a number of innovations that will be implemented with this system.

Classified sites - These will provide people who wish to exchange their
goods or services for a Precious Metals currency as payment.
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E-Commerce sites - online retailers are beginning to accept Bitcoins as a
form of payment for goods, what they don’t tell you is that each of these
bitcoins they accept are simply converted into a currency which they do
accept. It’s too volatile to keep or to transact in smaller amount.
Your Precious Metals currency will be more stable, will provide instant
values and will actual provide value for their goods that will grow over time.

Payment System that will work with your Precious
Metals currency
Payment system will be implemented to allow those who wish to trade
throughout the world and to be provided with full protection over your
Precious Metals.

Precious Metals Debit/ Credit Card
Debit and Credit cards are a part of nearly everyone’s daily life. Your
Precious Metals can at any time be sold under our Exchange and the amount
can be converted into a currency that you choose.
This will be for retailers and other outlets that do not accept your Precious
Metals Currency as payment.
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You simply pay with your Airgead Credit Card ensuring the future of
precious metals as a universal currency at places you don’t see
“ weacceptmoney” signs everywhere.

Payment Transfer System
Payment Transfer Systems are widely used as they provide security for both
parties when paying for goods and services around the world.
Airgead Coin will implement this system and it will allow parties when they
are exchanging their Precious Metals currency for goods and services to
have the option to use our Payment Transfer System for protection.
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Phone Transfer Wallet App
Our phone App Wallet will allow for a simple transfer of your Precious
Metals currency from your primary wallet to your Wallet on your phone.
Mainly for your daily expenses and for the purchase of goods and services
locally, you can place a certain amount you think you will need for the day or
week, without carrying your whole contents on one wallet.
Differences between your primary and Phone wallet app:



Your Primary Wallet is designed to work within our Exchange, a
number of our websites and for your payment systems.
Your Phone App Wallet) is designed to be used in your daily lives for
expenses and to purchase goods and services.

Costs while holding your precious metals within
airgead coin
Here comes the catch.
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Simple put there are no costs.
The Reasoning:





If you cancel out all the costs and restrictions, you lay the foundation
for a Precious Metals Currency
With our Digital Precious Metals Wallet and Exchange we can all
create a Precious Metals currency
By providing ways in which everyone in the world can link and trade
together freely with a Precious Metals Currency you lay the
foundation for a Universal World-Wide Currency
You are the key to unlocking a World-Wide Debt Free Currency.

We can only provide you with the tools so you can be free. The rest is up to
you.
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Who Owns the Precious Metals?
Q: The next obvious question is when you store these precious metals to
base a currency on, who exactly owns the Physical Precious Metal
coins/ bars?
A: At all times full title and ownership over the precious metals are held with
the coin holders.

Welcome to fair and honesty system, something we all have been missing
for a long time.

Airgead Coin ICO
Token Name: Airgead Token
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Why Airgead Coin Is Launching a Token Sale?
We are inviting people an opportunity to own a little part of this new
Precious Metals-currency.
We don’t exactly have banks, corporations or governments knocking on our
door to help us, why would they. Our aim is to take away their ability to place
value in each of us and to take our future from us all.
We can only do this without your help, for that reason we are issuing a token
sale to generate the funds needed to provide this new Precious Metals
Currency for everyone.
Ways of life are destroyed but they are rebuilt, governments die yet another
takes its place, the only thing that has ever remained is debt but this too will
have an ending with a currency controlled by everyone.

Our only regret will be that it didn’t happen sooner.

Benefits of Owning Airgead Token
While we have listed all the benefits of a Digital Precious Metals Currency
for everyone, owning our Airgead Token rewards holders in very unique
ways:





Pride in helping real value return to our wealth once again
Most of the profits if any generated will be returned to Airgead Tokens
holders in the form of Physical Precious Metals that will be transferred
into your wallets.
Instead of receiving Dividends you simply receive Precious Metals.

Options Token Holders Have Once They Receive Their Precious
Metals As Dividend
Once your Precious Metals are transferred into your Digital Wallet you will
have a number of options:
1. Hold onto your Precious Metals.
2. Sell your Precious Metals on the Airgead Exchange.
3. Use the value of your Precious Metals to purchase goods and services.
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4. Exchange the value for more Airgead Tokens, ensuring more Precious
Metals as dividends.

Tokens Required To Sell
To generate our Wallet, Exchange and Encrypted Block chain and we will
need a sell a minimum amount of Airgead Tokens.
Minimum required to sell is 8 million Airgead Tokens.

Breakdown Of What The Tokens Sale Proceeds Will Be Used For:
6% of Tokens sold will be needed to generate the Digital Precious Metals
Wallet, Airgead Exchange and the Encrypted Blockchain.
6%+ of tokens sold will be used to purchase the initial Precious Metal
coins/ bars that will make up the first initial digital Precious Metals Currency
that will be introduced.
18% of Tokens sold will allow us to advertise and will allow for the further
adoption for a Wealth based currency.
30% of Tokens sold will be used to develop a number of websites that will
provide outlets in which the world can trade together with a Precious Metals
currency.
40% of Tokens sold and we can begin to implement future ideas that will
provide the world with an honest wealth based Currency furthering the
demise of paper based debt currencies.
If over 50 million tokens are sold, we will use the funds to expand our
Physical Precious Metals purchases and increase the initial amount of
Precious Metals to this new asset backed Currency.

Total Airgead Tokens For Sale
The total amount of Airgead Tokens on offer will be fixed at 100 million.
Token Name: Airgead Token
Symbol: AED
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